Kolb Brothers: Grand Canyon Pioneers
DVD Guide Answer Key

1. 
- Colorado telephone line takes Ellsworth west 1901
- Railroad line creates a tourist boom
- Emery starts photo studio in Williams
- Struggles to create 1st photos

2. 
- No tent, slept on ground in October
- No water
- 4 1/2 miles out on burros
- Monitor trailhead @ studio
- Photos of each mule party
- El Tovar completed in 1905 lots of people now!
- Water not in good supply
- Indian Gardens was finishing room

3. 
- Water low ran aground, lost guns, all in boat wet
- Wind and rainstorm
- Massive rock slide
- Hell’s 1/2 Mile
- Carry all equipment, 9 loads to empty one boat
- Assistant left
- Rapids! 40 miles at Cataract Canyon!
- Overwhelming views!
- Glen Canyon, Marble Canyon
- Edith flipped
- Blanche Kolb ill in LA hospital
- Hired well traveled mining engineer
- Ran out of food, cold
- Found little old prospector
- 101 days in river, 1200 miles, 100s of photos
- But film premiered at Carnegie Hall 4/4/12!

4. 
- Photos of Einstein, Mexicans, Roosevelt, Army, Ballerinas, Blacks, and women anyone who came to the Canyon was photographed. The world came to the Canyon. Emery photographed the world! Kolb Studio his life’s work.

5. 
- Was the first Kolb to leave Pittsburgh
- First to see the Canyon
- Dreamed of distant horizons and grand accomplishments
- First wanted to run the Colorado and film it with a motion picture camera
- Ellsworth “hell bent”
- Kolb Bros. went separate ways: Ellsworth on adventures

6. 
- Daring rescue in 1921 of U.S. Geological Survey
- The mystery of the missing honeymooners, Glen and Bessie Hyde
- Cheyava Falls electrical hail storm, brother left hanging, 1,000 ft. drop! Unwound himself and went into cave
- Incredibly innovative, adaptive genius, very brave endured many dangerous circumstances, lived the dream!